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He'd better soak this mouthguard tonight. 

 

Think mouthguards are just for varsity athletes? Consider this: According to a recent study in theJournal of Strength and 

Conditioning,mouthguards can improve upper and lower body-loaded power exercises during a workout. 

The study of 26 men and 24 women found participants generated more power when performing explosive exercises like the 

bench throw—a bench press where you throw the barbell away from your chest and catch it—and vertical jumps when they 

were wearing a mouthguard than when they weren’t. What gives? Researchers believe clenching your teeth—like you do 

when you’re wearing a mouthguard—is similar to chewing. It can increase blood flow to areas of the brain associated with 

memory, and awareness as well as motor control, timing, and fear. 

But it’s not without risks. Storing your mouthguard in a sock, helmet, or protective padding, for example, can harbor 

bacteria, yeast, and fungal elements that irritate the tissues in the mouth and upper GI tract, allowing microorganisms access 

to the bloodstream. According to a recent study, mouth guards can also contain alarming amounts of bacteria. 

And if exercise-induced asthma ever kills your game, your filthy mouthguard could be to blame. “Sucking in these spores 

can create allergy-like symptoms,” says Richard Glass, Ph.D., a professor at Oklahoma State University. Worse, if you’re a 

Gatorade drinker (sugar feeds bacteria), store your mouthguard in a cool, damp environment—like a locker room or a gym 

bag—and only wash that baby with a squirt of water, you’re basically breeding bacteria. 

Here’s how you can keep your guard pristine: Replace it every two weeks, and between uses, treat it like Granny treats her 

dentures, says Glass. Consider an antibacterial rinse like Defense Sport Mouthguard Rinse from Sani Brands Inc., the first 

product of its kind. Many NFL teams—including the Philadelphia Eagles, Pittsburgh Steelers, and New York Giants—use it. 

Prefer a DIY solution? Soak the mouthpiece overnight in a small cap of Clorox with a cup of water or a teaspoon of baking 

soda with 6 ounces of water. 
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